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White Vortex

The mind creates existence. Reality bends to our collective will, curling in

onto itself, imprisoning the concept.

The quest for a victorious view an endless, empty chasm.

The language of the lunatic resonates the deepest, imprinting an

architectural pattern for the next generation of the wardens of reality.

Physics is a big topic - there’s motion, energy, matter, energy-matter interaction, force…and so
many sub-topics to consider. And then there’s consciousness - the most elusive and important
topic of them all - which is an integral component of physics. Some time in the near future the
intention is to address each of these major topics in separate works. The primary focus of this
book is the introduction of a new atomic structure, along with new related atomic properties and
behaviors - and some implications of their acceptance. The underlying theme is vibrational
consonance and dissonance, and how force is manifested. A vibrational spectrum is introduced
to help begin to model the physical universe and all related forces as varying forms of vibration.
The electromagnetic spectrum is just a thin slice of the vibrational pie; the periodic table of
elements is now considered the atomic spectrum.

Before jumping into the details of the new atomic structure and the “White Vortex”, an
introduction to their etheric origins is in order. A top-down, or rather inside-out approach is
presented. This helps address how, why and even where these so-called “particles” arise from.
And it helps set the stage for upcoming material.



Etheric Origins
Consciousness is the fundamental force. It is the singular unifying force which gives rise to all
things - from ego and identity to liberation; from black holes and galaxies to planets; from atoms
and compounds to physical forces - consciousness creates all this. All of physics and science is
only one-dimensional and limited without this understanding. This is a much broader topic to be
covered at a later time; here the stage is being set, just an introduction.

The etheric origins of influence are pervasive and subtle. We as individual perceivers are so
much more than a physical body. The totality of a human is energetically complex; there are
many gradients of etheric influence between the soul and the body we think we know walking
around planet earth. Even the seemingly simple hydrogen atom has etheric origins, let alone a
cosmological body, galaxy, and so on. The concept of “particle” or matter must now include a
more sophisticated explanation. What appears to be a disconnected object somehow existing in
spacetime is really a standing wave in one form or another which is being vibrated into
existence emanating from a more etheric source.

Below is a basic diagram depicting the concept of consciousness as the central fundamental
force, and how this force gives rise to any universe. This is a simplistic view to help give the
reader a more complete picture of the totality of all things, and the undeniable role we all play.
Everything, even atoms, are interdependently related. It could be a good reminder to refer back
to now and then.

Dimension / universe manifestation via ether



Consciousness is depicted as the central source, the fundamental frequency from which all
things inherit from as harmonics of that fundamental. This is a unified, stable, formless energy.
Religious folks of course may call this God, or Allah, or almighty, etc. Spiritual folks may say
source, or creator, something along those lines. A non-faith based, or more rational concept
may be the fundamental frequency, or fundamental force. Regardless of the descriptor, it is the
concept that is important. The division between the two primary approaches to understand
nature - empiricism vs faith-based - has fallen flat. They both must work together, not seen as
adversaries. Our current state seems as doomed as political bipartisanship in helping us
collectively evolve. The gridlock has got to loosen a bit; clearly it is time for a new conceptual
model. This is after all a book on new physics - I’ll go with fundamental force.

Emanating out from the fundamental force is the coherent field. This is a very complex and
convoluted zone of energy with many gradients; this diagram is greatly simplified. The coherent
field is where individuality and agenda is born…and dies. This is the mind internet, the
beginning of the most subtle transition from formless to form. It is the network of etheric zones of
selective resonance. For westerners with a religious tendency, this is heaven and hell, and other
related terms. Easterners may call this the bardo, afterlife, batters box for reincarnation, etc.…so
many descriptors. This is the etheric land of subtle dimensions and tremendous activity → the
higher the frequency, the closer to the fundamental force. The conveyor belt of evolution is ever
churning inward, cavitation towards the eternally stable void.

The collective energy of the coherent field provides the architecture for all form manifestation.
Ascendingly denser gradients of form mechanisms are constructed for the purpose of
experience delivery. The coherent field is the massive force of the mind internet creating
methods for individual evolution.

The coherent field gives rise to the ether. The ether is the interface which enables form
manifestation: dimensions and multiverses and physical forces. Back in the day this was also
called “aether”, then that concept was pushed out of favor as the world tricked itself into thinking
it was evolving technologically. Soon enough terms like “vacuum”, “sea of potential” and “zero
point” began making their way into mainstream thought. The new quantum-like technobabble
flying around these days feels unfounded. In honor of old school thinking, when science and
philosophy were better friends, I’m sticking with “ether”. Same as it ever was.

The ether precedes time, space and dimension. There is no space in the ether, though ether is
available from space. When iron and copper atoms interact with each other via the rotor/stator
mechanism in electrical generation, there are brief moments of dipping into the ether to return a
little piece of this mysterious force of polarized ether: electricity. The ether is a pre-space field
network of induction; pure potential. As we’ll see a little later, the atom is quite literally a
miniature black hole antithesis - a white hole, or “white vortex”. It has interdimensional access
back to its etheric origins in the ether.

Outside, so to speak, the ether, dimensions and denser gradients of form begin. Within a given
dimension are the universes - aka multiverse. To keep things simple, let’s just say there are lots
of dimensions with lots of universes within each one. Much like octaves in music (doubling



frequencies), any given dimension is an “octave” of its parent; the multiverses within are the
available chords of that octave. All are accessible vibrationally.

Any particular universe is being “upheld”, so to speak, by the coherent field. It is a continual and
dynamic act of creation and force interaction. A bit like the fuel for a torch - the instant the fuel
runs out, the flame is extinguished. The forces of the universe are creative extensions of the
coherent field. The ether acts as a transducer, converting this unified formless energy into a
workable physical model, the mediator between form and formless. The energy is now in a
staging ground prepared for duality manifestation. The so-called physical forces are harmonics
of the singular force with varying predominances, seemingly trapped in the world of duality
attempting to reconcile back to unity - producing worlds as byproducts of this attempt.

So, we find ourselves in our current universe with a few forces: gravity, electromagnetism, and
nuclear strong & weak. These forces are harmonics of the subtle fundamental force made
available once the ether goes to work on them.

One way to envision the forces of nature, or the physical forces, is a vibrational spectrum.
Beyond the ether and now into a universe, this once unified force enters the world of form,
which implies duality. If we can take a scoop out of the ether and grab a handful of “electricity”,
we are really grabbing a more or less balanced force of the electric plus the magnetic. This is
the standing wave of the atom, for example. If we grab a handful of gravity we will get a similar
force, with a predominance in the “electric”. Both are harmonics of the original fundamental
expressing itself throughout the force vibrational spectrum. And a handful of light is ether
leaning toward radiative magnetism.

The physical forces of nature all emanate from the fundamental force. Trapped in the world of
duality the charging gravitic force resides on the “electric” end of the spectrum. All discharging
forces are at the other end - unbound magnetism. All matter is in between, in a more balanced
form. The two bound qualities of electric and magnetic allow the creativity we experience, which
are all forms of vibration. The form follows the formless in descending gradients of vibration
zones.



Vibration
All of this dimension and force manifestation works as a function of vibration. All things are
vibrational: vibrations in harmonic proportion are attractive; vibrations in discordant proportion
are repulsive. There is a natural order of ratios, consonance and dissonance in the multiverse
that is in the process of being discovered. This can all be described in terms of vibrations and
how they interact with each other. These are the basic principles of any new physics.

Vibration is motion, and motion implies induction. There is a magical opportunity of energetic
creativity, sometimes in the form of electromagnetic induction, but always some form of
induction, that is potential in vibration. The vibratory motion is a mechanism of communication
and force manifestation. The electromagnetic spectrum is a range of frequencies to describe
electromagnetic radiation. Similarly, the periodic table of elements is a range of (scalar)
frequencies describing the atoms; it should more accurately be called the atomic spectrum.
Going further, gravity, compounds and the cosmos can all be described as zones of frequencies.

Vibrational spectrum



These zones would be composed of different types of vibrations, subtle longitudinal types of
vibration that in some cases transcend dimensions that have different descriptions of
compression and rarefaction. These new types are the scalar vibrations.

Vibration Type Scope Description

Mechanical universe (local) sound / sonic, engines / motors, mechanical motion,
etc

Electromagnetic universe electromagnetic spectrum - “light”

Scalar - electromagnetic multidimensional light traversing dimensions

Scalar - atomic multidimensional all atoms emit subtle scalar vibrations; can be
multidimensional

Scalar - gravitic multidimensional gravitic scalar type can be multidimensional

Scalar - compound multidimensional all compounds emit subtle scalar vibrations; can be
multidimensional

Scalar - crystal multidimensional all crystals emit subtle scalar vibrations; can be
multidimensional and coherent field

Scalar - spacetime multidimensional all universes and dimensions are part of a spacetime
scalar spectrum

Scalar - coherent field multidimensional &
coherent field

coherent field scalar vibrations precede ether;
consciousness

The understanding of vibration is important, and will be discussed later in more detail. A
3-dimensional model of vibration where overall, vibration is an ether perturbation which is
longitudinal in nature, is most accurate. Like breathing, inhalation is associated with the
voidance and cavitation aspect, exhalation with dispersion and the radiative aspect.

Action → Cavitation = Electric Reaction → Dispersion = Magnetic
● charging ● discharging

● positive ● negative

● attractive ● repulsive

● gravitic ● radiative

● accelerating ● decelerating

Motion is centripetal and cavitating, increasing
counterspace Motion is centrifugal and dispersive, increasing space

Vibrational zones of field pressures are continually interacting, the ratios of consonance and
dissonance generating motion via inductance. When the motion is centripetal / cavitating, there
is charge; counterspace is increased (moving toward the ether / away from spacetime). When



the motion is centrifugal / dispersive, there is discharge; decreased counterspace / increased
space.

The conventional description of any vibration includes compression and rarefaction phases; a
space bound scope is implied. A scalar vibration has non-space bound potential. The
compression cycle is more of a “voidance” action - a charging where the cavitation phases stack
up on themselves.

Scalar “voiding” vibration

By utilizing the proper ratios of the voidance force and magnified frequency consonance, a
universe and/or dimension poses no boundary for scalar vibration.

White Vortex
How does an atom come to be? All the atoms and compounds that surround us, the atoms and
molecules that make up our bodies, the atoms of the earth - how did they arise? Are they just
disconnected particles residing in the universe waiting to be utilized? And if so, how did they get
there? Who put them there?

The inverted black hole, with consonant hooks back to the coherent field, is a tireless scalar
mono-pole machine pumping out a spectrum of creativity - the atom. We complacently call them
atoms, though a first principle look is long overdo.

Black Hole Antithesis
Every atom is the antithesis of a black hole - it is essentially a miniature black hole inverted.
From our relative perspective, if we consider a black hole as the consumer of vibration, then an
atom is an emitter of vibration. An atom is the perpetual transmitter of atomic scalar vibration,
the source of energy, of course, being the ether. Both a black hole and an atom are the flip-side
of each other: mono-poles. The ether is the fulcrum point, the hand off for duality.



A quick look at the nature of a black hole is in order here, to maintain as a benchmark
comparison as this new atomic structure is presented. A black hole is a region of spacetime
where gravity is so strong that particles and electromagnetic radiation (light) cannot escape from
it. New laws of physics are necessary to understand this mysterious and pervasive entity, where
time and space as we know it behave beyond understanding.

A black hole is composed of two primary components: a singularity and an event horizon. A
singularity is an infinitely small and dense point where the gravitational force is so strong that
spacetime cavitates. Space and time curl in on itself, taking a peek at its own origins - coming
face to face with the ether. From an outsider's point of view nothing escapes this powerful
vacuum. From an insider's point of view this is where everything else is - the doorway to a new
dimension.

The event horizon is the surface of a black hole, the seductive point where all rules change, the
frontier of the fearless. If crossed, so they say, the event horizon is the boundary of no escape.
Outside this boundary is where today’s laws of physics begin; inside, not so much.

The pre-neutron nucleus is the atomic singularity equivalent; the magnetic field the atomic event
horizon. Peering into a black hole would be seeing its counterpart - the interconnected
complexity is the form version of the mind internet, the coherent field ancestor.

Matter
All matter is composed of atoms. The classical view of matter is something that has mass and
takes up space. Mass is physical “stuff” and space is “where stuff resides”. The new concept of
an atom as a white vortex forces a closer look at this classical model.

Imagine witnessing the ether creating an atom. The messenger of the coherent field, the ether
precedes spacetime. There is no space here; it is the foundation for space, the interface
providing the mechanism for force to be utilized once in space. Etheric wave patterns converge
with the atomic DNA code to manifest itself. It cannot exist in the ether - the ether squeezes it
out, in what we call matter. But it is really a form-based encapsulated version of the ether. The
expression of force manifest is the unfolding over a series of steps, ending with the so-called
particle. But to reverse engineer the atom we find an event horizon where things start to get
weird, then a singularity where the weirdness is amplified, then the wormhole through the ether
and into the coherent field which started the entire process.

This is a process of movement from etheric, extremely high frequency scalar vibration to
form-based scalar, like a downshifting each step of the way in the form of a phase shift. The
same fundamental energy is always present, just in varying forms.

What we end up with is two bound components that define each other. The atom is now
displacing space, the only place it can exist. The atom is the standing wave representation of
the ether, the white vortex with no vacancy for space. What can’t reside in the ether can only



reside in space. Space is an integral part of the equation here, with echoes of the one force we
call electricity as the product of the two bound forces of electric and magnetic.

Standing Wave
The white vortex atom begins with the emergence of a singularity. This tiny monopole pulls
etheric energy out of the ether and transduces it into form-electricity. The singularity sets up a
series of regions to allow the transition into explicit space. The first step is the neutron region.
Neutron orbitals pave the way for the proton and related proton orbitals - the first emergence of
charge.

Neutron / proton - 3 nested tori

The chargeless neutron provides the interface for charge, and the emergence of the proton.
They are in the form of three nested tori - a beehive of motion and activity.

The charged proton, the now manifested cavitational force extends outward, bound to its
magnetic counterpart. A set of magnetic columns called the vortex tube provides the pathway.
When it reaches the termination point a magnetic field splays out like an umbrella, defining the
“electron”. The proton-electron pair becomes the building block of the atom.

Proton-electron pair - building block of all atoms (magnetic field not shown)

The atom is a standing wave of refined ether energy now transduced into electromagnetic
energy. The magnetic field is its event horizon, the boundary between space and counterspace.
The electron is the doorway back into the void of formless creativity, a window between worlds.
Now we have a more sophisticated model of the connection between mass and spacetime. A
bunch of white vortices in motion now begins to resemble the clunky rotor / stator mechanism of
electrical generation.

This topic will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3 - Atomic Components.



Summary
The vibratory nature of the multiverse has etheric origins traced all the way back to
consciousness itself, the fundamental force. Explore each of the more etheric regions and we
find one commonality: an interconnected region of ever ascending movement toward
formlessness. There is always the expression of unity reconciliation in the guise of separativity.

Vibration, consonance and dissonance is the new starting point for new physics. Everything is
now a vibratory spectrum, all part of some larger interrelated mechanism. What this means for
an atom is comforting – it is not a disconnected particle, but an interconnected entity. What this
means for us is potential – now we can interact with nature in a more sophisticated manner. The
esoteric is a step closer, the barrier dividing science and philosophy is diminished a bit.

Consider how an atom comes to be, how it manifests into existence. It is not a group of
"charged" particles separated from other particles. It is not an isolated object that was given a
birth date of the big bang. Technically speaking, it is not composed of physical particles at all,
though all outward appearances certainly point in that direction. An atom is more like a musical
chord. When three or more consonant notes are vibrating together, a new thing is created – a
chord. As long as those notes are sounding, the chord is sustained.

For the atom, etheric wave patterns converge in some consonant fashion and give rise to a new
fundamental. These etheric wave patterns appear to be stable and perpetual, continually
vibrating in harmony to uphold each standing wave of the physical element. This physical
element is the white vortex - an ether delivery mechanism, providing energy and creativity to
any given universe. The combination of a particular cosmic vibratory pattern and the planetary
gravitational field strength determines the specific atomic spectrum that can be sustained for a
given cosmological body; a unique atomic spectrum is available for each. In the next chapter we
will explore the vibrational environment enabling atomic energence, and how the proton-electron
pair unfolding occurs in a natural symmetry to create the Ajax McIntosh Model, the atomic
spectrum in resonance with planet Earth.


